
Manual Bag Unloading
Our range of manual bag tip 

stations are ideal for manual 

emptying of small volume bags 

and sacks. They reduce dusting and 

minimise material loss, reducing 

environmental contamination.

Process Connection
The Floveyor Aero-Mechanical 

Conveyor’s low-profile, matchless 

versatility and high reliability allows 

it to be installed as an integral part 

of almost any process line.

Mobile System
Floveyor Aero-Mechanical Conveyors’ 

are famous for their small footprints 

and versatility. Our effortless mobile 

conveyors take these qualities to the 

next level.

Reusable FIBC 
Unloading
Our range of reusable FIBC unloaders 

have been developed over 60 years 

to provide optimal ergonomic & 

operator friendly solutions while 

upholding proven materials handling 

best practice.

Disposable FIBC 
Unloading
Our proven solution for decanting 

materials from flat bottom bags. 

Opening the FIBC completely on 

the first attempt, minimising 

contamination, and ensuring 

workplace and environmental safety 

by containing any dust and spillage.

Formulation Systems
Combined with a Floveyor Loss-

in-Weight FIBC unloader, the 

Floveyor formulation system 

provides an accurate multi-material 

batching system suitable for use 

in food, chemical and construction 

applications. 

Road Vehicle & 
Container Unloading
Our range of road vehicle unloading 

solutions are designed with 

performance, simplicity and 

reliability in mind.

Floveyor has delivered on our promise 

of ‘simplicity in conveying’ for over 60 

years. To date, we’ve installed more 

than 5,250 Aero-Mechanical Conveyors 

in diverse applications worldwide. We’ve 

handpicked this Signature Range to 

provide you with matchless performance 

for many of your conveying needs.

Choose your 
method of 
Bulk Material 
Delivery

T +61 (8) 9378 3333 
E enquiries@floveyor.com

SIMPLICITY IN CONVEYING

industrial.floveyor.com

Contact us to discuss how getting the Floveyor edge  
can simplify and streamline the business of bulk 

materials handling for your company.

Meet the world’s  
most versatile  
and efficient 
conveying solution

The Industrial Floveyor meets the modern 

bulk handling facility’s need for consistent 

performance with minimal power consumption.
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The Floveyor AMC handles thousands of 

bulk industrial and food materials: powders, 

granules, flakes or pellets, so it is highly likely 

that your product is already is on our list.

A single 
solution for 
elevating 
thousands of 
powders and 
granules

Activated Carbon Potash

Perlite

Plastic Beads

Soap Powder

Cat Litter Nylon Powder

Clay

Bird Seed

Sawdust

SugarFlour

Instant Coffee Rice

Complete 

Conveys materials in total 
batch transfers, with negligible 
residue left in the system

Versatile
Operates at any angle without
diminishing maximum 
throughputs

Gentle

Conveys all kinds of materials from 20nm 
to 12mm particle size including granules, 
flakes, chips, and other fragile materials 
with little or no degradation

Green

Operates as one of the most cost 
effective and energy efficient 
methods of dry bulk elevation and 
conveying

Modular

Integrates seamlessly with existing plant and 
equipment, reducing installation requirements 
and minimising maintenance

Safe

Handles potentially explosive 
materials, with optional IECEx/
ATEX upgrades to suit hazardous 
environments 

The AMC’s 
key capabilities

Essential

Maintains crucial batch and blend integrity 
regardless of material properties, bulk 
density, particle size distribution, flow 
characteristics or moisture content

Rapid

Achieves high throughputs while 
being small, mobile and devoid 
of large filtration requirements


